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Mukul
forefronts
appraisal on CMet
Under the inspiring and unprecedented
leadership of Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Chairman
of the Board of Directors and Vice Chair of
the Board of Trustees together with Ms.
Fatema Bint Abbas Nourani, General Manager of the General Directorate of Private
Schools, outstanding athletes were recently venerated during the closing ceremony
of the sports tournament during which a
magnanimous number of private and government institutions have taken part.

Prof. Taki lines up
GC at the 2017 Exhibition of Higher Edu-

Gulf College allies
with Centre Franco

QAC Rajmohan forges Risk Manage-

FFS bustles with
various Extra Cur-

JUVILANT. Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Chairman of the Board of Directors and Vice
Chair of the Board of Trustees together with Ms. Fatema Bint Abbas Nourani,
General Manager of the General Directorate of Private Schools bestowed
trophy and medals to the outstanding athletes and school officials.

The initiative was spearheaded by Mr. Mohamed Fouad, Manager, Centre for Student
Activities. The aforementioned tournaments
participated by 31 schools were organised by
Gulf College in collaboration with the schools’
sports committee. The event commenced with
skill-based trainings and practice (Page 4)

To maximise the mission of Gulf College (GC) in a feat
of benevolent solidarity and support for GC’s reigning
prestige and also in promoting significant relationship
with other countries, His Excellency Mr. Mohamad
Reza Nouri Shahroudi, Ambassador of Iran was warmly welcomed by Gulf College during his visit to materialise his three pronged objectives: meet the Dean,
discuss the Language Centre and exhaust the importance of sharing the cultural, economic and academic affairs of the two nations.
During a brief presentation,
Prof. Taki Al Abduwani, GC
Dean, discussed the development which GC Management has done in the last
decade especially the construction of the state-of-theart new campus in Mabela
which generally answered
several recommendations
of OAAA for upgraded facilities to facelift the status of
GC in keeping at par with
the national and International standards of modern
education.

Likewise, the heads of
FBMS, FCS, and FFS
along with the centre managers, shared also a three
-minute presentation on
the best practices which
give our students and
stakeholders the quality of
teaching and learning
which reaped positive results. Prof. Taki Al Abduwani, gave token of appreciation to His Excellency
Mr. Mohamad Reza Nouri
Shahroudi.

ALLIED. His Excellency Mr. Mohamad Reza Nouri Shahroudi,
Ambassador of Iran receives token of appreciation from Prof.
Taki Al Abduwani, Dean, Gulf College
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Chief)

`

STEAMED. Gulf College Dean, Prof. Taki Al Abduwani signed MOU with Mr. Christian Adam de Villiers, Director of Centre Franco Omanais

Gulf College once again took the lead role and made a sweet
triumph on its heightening campaign and advocacy paving its
unwavering milestone in the promotion of French Language and
culture.
The increasing motivation enCentre for Languages and Cultural
trenched when the Dean of Gulf
Studies.The signing of MoU has
College, Prof. Taki Al Abduwani
propelled to forefront the various
and the Director of the Centre
projects of the two institutions
Franco Omani, Mr. Christian
such as the offering of teaser
Adam de Villiers have finally
courses on July and August.
signed the Memorandum of UnFrench can be taken as an elecderstanding to officially declare
tive in the first semester of 2017their collaboration and coopera2018. Screening of French films
tion in the promotion of French
with Arabic and English subtitles
language and culture at Gulf Colassure a greater degree of accullege, Mabela, Sultanate of Oman.
turalisation with the presence and
Present in the ceremony were Dr.
active involvement of Francophiles
Mohaned Al Obaidi, Deputy Dean
in the college.
for Academic and Research, Mr.
A very enriching experience awaits
Masood Ahmed Khan, Head of
the GC and CFO staff, students
the Faculty of Foundation Studand external communities as more
ies, Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed, Head
cultural activities come to light.
of the Faculty of Business and
Management Studies, Mr. Abu- Photo exhibitions, music concerts,
plays,
conferences,
bucker Samsudeen Shaffi, Head theatrical
of the Faculty of Computing Sci- workshops and researches are
ences, and Dr. Irene Pineda Vil- about to converge to maximise the
full potential of the coveted partlareal, the Manager of
nership.

Underpinning the solid relationship between alumni
and GC Management, an Alumni Advisory Board meeting was held to highlight the increasing awareness of
the college’s profile amongst the students and the significance of communications and coordination.
The GC Management believes that this initiative to keep in touch

CONFIDENT. Senior staff headed by Dr. Shameena Mehtab, DD-QA&P during the 2017
Exhibition of Higher Education Institution at Amman International Convention

Prof. Taki Al Abduwani, GC Dean, lined up Gulf College to the limelight as
the senior staff and centre managers played a huge part in the Higher
Education Exhibition 2017 at theInternational Convention and Exhibition
Centre under the patronage of His Excellency Eng. Mohammed bin Abu
Bakr Al Ghassani, Vice-President of the Shura Council accompanied by
HE Hilal bin Hamad bint Mohammed Al Sarmi, Member of the consultative Assembly of Oman for the wilayat of Seeb, with the participation of
a large number of universities and colleges.

The participation of Gulf College in
the Higher Education Exhibition was
an important feat in order to acquaint the students and stakeholders the courses and programmes
which are offered by GC. This
became also a chance to discuss
to the potential students that GC is
affiliated to our counterparts in UK
(Cardif Met and SU). Gulf College
has provided all
with the alumni will create collective
efforts with the pool of innovative ideas
to support the institution in educating
the people about the importance of
knowing the success of the GC graduates in their chosen field of endeavour.
The AAB stemmed on the aim of
heightening awareness which will
eventually contribute to the efforts of
communication and a more flexible
support to the GC alumni.

the pertinent information about the
programmes and services and also
responded to the visitors' inquiries.
GC along with other higher education institutions in Oman showcased its courses by providing
orientation to visitors, distributing
leaflets and brochures and sharing
primary accomplishments which
both the students and staff have
significantly achieved.
graduate alumni was both strategic
and tactical in the formation of
working groups as they showed
great warranty to act as a liaisons
for reunions. The meeting ended
with the great response of everyone for their serious commitment
together with the support to continue its link with the alumni inside
and outside Oman.

The mission also fostered a lifelong
assurance between the college and its
alumni. The contribution of post
Alumni Advisory Board (AAB) meeting was held at Gulf College
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Dr. Mukul elucidated on the academic regulation, teaching resources on an international
standard perspective. He gave
emphasis concerning teaching
and learning strategies, academic practices and the asssement
(formative/ summative system).

SIGNIFICANT. FFS Head Mr. Masood Ahmad Khan along with the staff
during their meeting with Dr. Mukul Madahar.

FFS Head, Mr. Masood Ahmad Khan along with the staff
discussed pertinent issues with Dr. Mukul Madahar, Link
Tutor and MBA Welfare Director during his recent visit in
Gulf College as part of his regular role as an international
advisor with the CMet Programmes implemented by GC.

In order to sustain and further enhance the awareness of GC staff on
risk management , QAC Moses
Rajmohan recently conducted a
workshop on the significance of
indentifying, monitoring and analysing GC’s strategic and operational risks.
The workshop was attended by FFS
staff ,Dr. Shameena Mehtab, DDQA&P and Ms. Antonia Lamers, CBM.
Mr Moses Rajmohan discussed matters of concern with regards to: strategic risks and operational risks that
hamper GC’s management system
and staff daily routine activities.

Mr. Masood focused on the revised General Foundation Programme (GFP) to be implemented in the coming academic year.
He said that GFP modules and
English language at level 3 are
zero credits which

The participants were divided into
groups and tasked to identify some
strategic and operational risks.
Risks on special needs students
where some identified SN individuals were mixed to regular students
that created misunderstanding,
extra hour payment, the application
of different programmes, and the
fire siren that disturb on going classes were some of the identified
risks given by the FFS staff. However, despite GC’s primary mission of
assisting the students in realising
and achieving their full academic
skill and extra curricular potential,
the majority are still doing dishonesty inside and outside the classroom

GALLANT.
QAC Moses
Rajmohan
initiated
a
seminar
workshop on
Risk Management
to
cover Operational
and
Strategic
Risks to FFS
Staff.

by submitting assignments and
reports. All the risks identified and
orally raised during the workshop
were properly answered by DDQA&P, Dr. Shameena Mehtab.
During the workshop, QAC Mr.
Moses Rajmohan gave some

The Faculty of Foundation Studies
(FFS) is again stirred with innumerable
extra curricular undertakings which
are linked en route for total character
growth of students.

EDUCATED. Dr. Leovigildo Mallillin and Dr. Rosalinda A.
Aguirre conducted workshops on study habits and soft
skills.

means new students will take
placement tests. Exit requirement for Semester 1 students is
IELTS 4.0, Semester 2 exit requirement is IELTS 5.0 while
level 3 B 1 and 2 students must
have the exit requirement of
IELTS 6.0 to proceed to specialization level. Dr. Mukul likewise
mentioned that he is arranging a
team of English experts to give
workshops in GC. He encouraged everyone to apply business terminologies in teaching
English to help ease the burden
of the students once they enter
higher level of studies.

FFS Head, Mr. Masood Ahmad Khan
gave the signal to the lecturers to hold the
timeline of activities which kicked off in
the early part of the academic year of
2017. Few of these activities were on
study habits and soft skills facilitated by
Dr. Leovigildo Mallillin and Dr. Rosalinda

statements written at the board
for interactions and feedbacks.
Finally he remarked that their
workshop will give an enormous
boost to the students, staff and
entire GC as well, as core of our
goal for improvement.

A. Aguirre. Video viewing on study habits
gave the students ample chances to evaluate themselves toward their habits which
could be either beneficial or harmful to their
studies. With regards to soft skills, the students were swayed as to the significance of
developing the soft skills.
Lecturers who conducted the workshop
were delighted on the feedbacks of the
participants and kept on guard to assist the
students in any endeavours they chose to
proceed in their future career.

What’s Up?
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Centre Updates

An Omani has won silver in the shot
put final at the World Para Athletics
Championships, making it a first for
the Sultanate.
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Welcoming the students for
the next academic year is a
laborious work for the Centre for Admission and Registration and to the assigned
teaching staff. However it is
considered by many as one
of the most challenging and
exciting role after a long
summer break. This prompted Mr. Raviraj Shetty, Academic Registrar to give
workshop on the revised
GFP structure.
According to him, the Oman
National Qualifications Framework (ONQF) has four levels:
Level 3 has 120 credit points
for the first year of

Mr. Raviraj Shetty, Academic Registrar gave orientation on the revised

rallies before expanding into
the regular tournament rounds
and finally culminating into
championship games for each
category.
The sports activities play a
major role in building the students’ personality and refining
their talents in helping them to
excel and reach a very high
level of performance which
opens more opportunities to
participate in other competitions
outside the Sultanate.
The
closing ceremony began with
the recitation of verses from the

study; Level 4 has 240 credit
points, Level 5 has 360 credit
points and Level 6 has 480
credit points.
In the GFP entry regulation, the
following must be applied: Students are to be tested for three
skills such as English, Mathematics and Information Technology. Any exemptions for
English Language in Semester
2 of GFP needs to be supported by one of the following
tests: British Council IELTS
Test, PTE Academic, TOEFL
and GETS. For the General
Foundation Programme Teaching Block 1, English Language
has 50 credits and 10 credits
for Basic Mathematics. For
teaching Block 2, English Language has 30 credits, I.T. has
10 credits, Applied Mathematics and Pure Mathematics have
10 credits together with academic skills. The orientation
ended with an open forum
wherein all grey areas where
addressed.

Holy Qur’an rendered by Mr.
Murshid Al Riyami, followed by motivational words by. Ms. Karima bint
Omar Al Hinai. An inspirational
speech was delivered by Mr. Mohammed bin Saif Al Kiyumi and he
also thanked the committee of
school sports for their huge effort
and invaluable support during the
tournament.
The event finally concluded in honouring and rewarding the participating schools and the winners of the
tournament where they received
medals, trophies and tokens from
the Board Chair Dr. Issa Sabeel Al
Bulushi and General Manager Ms.
Fatema Bint Abbas Nourani.

To warrant the necessity of informing Gulf College students on the
various library materials, the Centre for Learning Resources (CLR)
administered orientation in order to assist the students on the basic
rules and procedures in using computer, borrowing books and avail
the new resources of the CLR.
needed materials for their studies
They stressed on how they can and research as well as develop
maximise efficiency on their inde- their self-help skills. Furthermore,
pendent learning hours through the orientation is usually offered at
reading, writing and research activi- the beginning of every semester
ties. The CLR staff encouraged the and given to new students across
students and lecturers as well, to all levels. During the orientation,
avail new books in English, comput- competency CLR staff presented
er, and business and provide more their resources and answered the
time using the learning resources. students’ queries. This initiative
Finally, the usual orientation re- was well received and appreciated
ceived an affirmative response from by the students.
the students and staff. The purpose
also of this orientation was to inform new students of the available
learning resources and services of
the CLR. It also assisted the students in acquiring the
An orientation held at the CLR, Gulf
College

Gulf College (GC) recently hosted
Oman’s prestigious Interschool
badminthon Championships under
the patronage of Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Chairman of the Board of
Directors and Vice Chair of the
Board of Trustees and Prof. Taki Al
Abduwani, College Dean with the
overall supervision of Mr. Mohammed Fouad, Manager, Centre for
Student Activities and his staff.
Participating schools came from; Indian Wadi Kabir, Muscat International,
Ahmed Bin Majid, KGIS, Madinat
Sultan Qaboos, Philippine School, Al
Wataya, Al Gadh Al Mushriq, Al
Rawadh, Sri Lanka, Indian Seeb, Al
Wataniya. The games were divided
into boys and girls and participating
teams on ages 19 and above. They
fought valiantly to achieve the much
coveted sports title. It was a battled
neck and neck at the commodious
arena of Gulf College as witnessed by
badminton enthusiasts, supporters,
coaches and teachers. At the end of
the stands, the teams from Indian
Wadi

Kabeer, Seeb and Philippine
School bagged the 1st and 2nd and
3rd awards respectively while winners of classes 10, 11 and 12
went to Indian School, Ahmed Bin
Majid and Wataya Schools for 1st,
2nd, and 3rd places. Winners for
age 19 and above went to Indian
Seeb, Al Wataniya and Philippine
School. For the women division,
the winners were the players from
Indian School, MIS and Philippine
School; for classes 10, 11, and 12
were; Sri Lanka, Al Gadh Al
Musriq and Indian Wadi Kabir
while age 19 winners belong to Sri
Lanka, Wataya and Indian Wadi
Kabir for the first, second and third
places respectively.

